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Scientific description:    
Self-organized composites produced during eutectic growth are promising materials for various 
high-performance applications –high-temperature components, photonics, … However, many 
fundamental aspects of their formation dynamics are still unsatisfactorily understood, in 
particular the emergence of crystallographic textures during the early growth stages. In alloys 
that exhibit a solid-state phase transition, a key question is to what extent the crystal 
orientation relationships (ORs) that are selected during the nucleation stages are conserved in 
the final microstructure. We have recently gained partial evidence of a “memory effect” in the 
In-In2Bi eutectic system that presents a solid-solid transition between the In-rich eutectic phase 
e and the terminal solid solution (In). Both phases are tetragonal, but with different parameters. 
We propose to impose cooling and heating cycles around the eutectoid temperature. The goal 
is to determine in which conditions an e®(In)®e cycle preserves, or modifies the orientation 
of the e crystals. We suspect that the phase transition involves a twinning process and can 
produce different variants, depending on the OR. In order to investigate this phenomenon on 
a local scale, we shall perform Laue microdiffraction at the European Synchrotron Radiation 
Facility (ESRF/BM32; March 2021). The In-In2Bi samples will be prepared at INSP with a 
dedicated solidification device with in situ optical observation. Preliminary x-ray diffraction 
measurements (pole figures) will be carried out at INSP as well. This in situ study of a solid-state 
transition into a eutectic composite with heteroepitaxial effects will be the first of its kind. This 
study will provide unprecedented data to better understand and control the formation of 
growth textures in self-organized composite materials. 
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